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he word “culture” derives from “cultivation”, referencing the moment when nomad became seden-
tary in the history of mankind. From this fixed point, “society”, as we understand it today, came 

to be. In many ways, culture grew out of the land we inhabit. This gave shape to people’s day-to-day: 
the food we eat, the clothes we wear, the structures we build. From this organic relationship, people 
construct a series of symbols, rituals and mythologies geared towards contextualizing the human 
existence to a greater “One”; call it god, universe or energy. This search is experienced through evoking 
the sacred, or what Rudolf Otto describes with the Latin phrase: mysterium tremendum et fascinans, 
meaning the “wholly other”; that which is entirely different from anything we experience in ordinary 
life. It provokes terror because it presents itself as overwhelming power both merciful and gracious. 
      With my background in History of Art, it is my true belief that art emerges as a response to this 
original search. Have you ever wondered why we stop to recognize the beauty in sunset? Why we look 
up in a starry night looking for wonder? This is humanity’s existential instinct. 
      My fascination with ancient cultures, particularly those from my home country, Mexico, comes 
from wanting to understand ancient people’s interpretation of this “mysterious wholly other”. In an-
cient Mexico, for example, maize gave that foundation. In mythology, corn was the source of creation, 
and from its husks a sense of cultural identity was born. It became the seed of collective creativity and 
the backbone of their history. It granted sustenance as it fed not only  their stomachs but spiritual well 
being. It threaded the past to the present and it communed the sacred as it grounded the domestic. At 
the core of the community, maize rendered a sense of life.  
      N A T I V A, featured at the Godine Family Gallery, was my first attempt of presenting this concept 
to the general public. The idea behind the exhibition was to place the viewer in a position that brings 
the sacred to the foreground. My body of work tries to activate the space by bringing the sense of ritual 
into play. Tonacayo, meaning our “maize flesh” in nahuatl (aztec mother tongue), is an altarpiece that 
places maize as saint, thus, it dresses the native maize as sacred within an imported catholic framework. 
It is the bond between these two traditions that gives Mexico its contemporary syncretic spirit.  
      What I came to realize from this opportunity is that my body of work is, in many ways,  sedentary. 
They could never be what they are if ever displayed separately. They echo of each other to contextualize 
their existence. In other words, they need to inhabit a common ground in order to invite the viewer to 
experience the wholly other.  
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